
The commodity theme in earnings estimates has been weakening for a 
while now (e.g. commodity prices peaked in mid-June, and we started 
reducing exposure in the Materials sector in July), and that trend looks 
to be continuing as energy prices are also turning lower (in the US; 
Europe faces somewhat different conditions). So while Energy remains 
well ranked in our work, the indicators are starting to turn down from 
historically high levels. 

We respond by neutralizing the overweight we have had in Energy since 
November, a step which is somewhat more preemptive than usual 
given the still-high revisions metrics in Energy. We also move from 
underweight to overweight in Financials, now our preferred Value sector. 
The Financials sector has improved in our work, with particular strength 
in traditional “spread lenders” (mid-size banks and thrifts) as well as 
insurers, helped by higher lending rates relative to deposit rates. 

We also see signs of less negative readings in Consumer Discretionary, 
where we move from underweight to neutral (lower oil prices being a 
benefit to consumer stocks). Real Estate is looking more mixed and 
not performing well, so we close out our overweight there. We remain 
overweight Industrials and Utilities, thus keeping a mix of Cyclicals and 
Defensives, while keeping our underweights in the Growth sectors of 
Communication Services and Technology, as well as in Materials.
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US Sector Outlook

EXHIBIT 1: Energy is still at the top of the ranks, but its average ranks have turned down (p. 7) while Financials and 
Industrials have improved. Communication Services, Health Care, and Materials remain weak in the ranks.

Policy uncertainty remains a key driver of markets, provoking volatility and rotation among sectors as well as across asset 
classes. The Fed, ECB, Bank of Canada, and others are raising rates to fight inflation, even as most acknowledge that 
economic growth is clearly slowing and inflation outside of Europe’s energy crisis has likely peaked while still at high levels.

• Our Global Equity Risk Model has improved, now sitting near the 40% threshold below which volatility tends to 
be highest. Stock/bond relative valuations still favor stocks over bonds. We moved from underweight to neutral on 
equities in our asset allocation last month, while remaining underweight bonds and overweight cash. Trend and risk 
measures improved but are still mixed, while Fed expectations have been in flux but are better than they had been.

• Along with recent declines in commodity prices, we see signs of further shifts away from the formerly strong 
“commodity trade” in the revisions data, and some signs of recovery in consumer and industrial areas along with 
renewed strength in Financials.  Technology-related areas continue to show relative weakness in revisions activity.

Allocation views:
• We neutralize our long-standing overweight in Energy as oil prices have declined and sentiment has been extreme.
• We shift from underweight to overweight in Financials, while neutralizing our overweight in Real Estate.
• We also raise Consumer Discretionary from underweight to neutral.
• We remain overweight in Industrials and Utilities, and underweight in Communication Services, Materials, and 

Technology. 

Our sector allocations leave us with a mix of defensive and cyclical overweights (Utilities, Financials, and Industrials). We 
shift from Energy to Financials as our preferred Value sector, acknowledging that we are acting somewhat preemptively 
given that Energy remains at the top of our ranks (though the weakness in Materials is perhaps also a warning for Energy). 
We are underweight Growth sectors, particularly Communication Services, with a relative preference for Health Care on a 
cap-weighted basis. Real Estate has been weakening and is no longer appealing in our work. Consumer Discretionary is 
looking less bad and thus we close out our underweight there.

Source: Mill Street Research, Factset
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S&P 500 Sector Allocations
Below are our current allocation recommendations for the widely-used cap-weighted S&P 500 sectors and their 
corresponding ETFs. The views below are expressed in two ways to accommodate the differences in implementation 
and benchmarks among clients. Clients who are managing funds benchmarked to the S&P 500 (or a similar cap-weighted 
US large-cap index) and have constraints on deviations from benchmark sector weightings can focus on the first three 
columns for Constrained Allocation. The recommendations are made relative to the benchmark sector weightings and 
are generally limited to +/- 3% for sectors (typically +/- 5-6% for the broader style groups), since the smallest sectors have 
weights of only about 3% (and we assume a long-only constraint). 

The Unconstrained Allocation figures in the three columns to the right in the table are based on the assumption that 
managers are not constrained to benchmark weights and treat all 11 sectors as equal potential holdings, and thus consider 
the benchmark to be an equal-weighted basket of the 11 sector ETFs. These allocations are allowed to deviate more 
substantially from the baseline weights and may include zero weights in some sectors at times.

EXHIBIT 2: We close our overweights in Energy and Real Estate, and neutralize our underweight in Consumer 
Discretionary. We also move to overweight in Financials. We remain underweight Tech, Comm. Svcs., and Materials.

Source: Mill Street Research, Factset, Bloomberg

Sector (ETF) S&P 500
Weight

Constrained 
Allocation Over/Under EW 

Benchmark
Unconstrained 

Allocation
Over/
Under

Growth 49.5 46.5 -3.0% 27.3 18.3 -9%

Technology (XLK) 26.8 25.8 -1.0% 9.1 6.1 -3%

Health Care (XLV) 14.4 14.4 0.0% 9.1 9.1 0%

Comm. Svcs. (XLC) 8.3 6.3 -2.0% 9.1 3.1 -6%

Value 18.1 17.1 -1.0% 27.3 24.3 -3%

Financials (XLF) 11.0 12.0 1.0% 9.1 12.1 3%

Energy (XLE) 4.51 4.51 0.0% 9.1 9.1 0%

Materials (XLB) 2.55 0.55 -2.0% 9.1 3.1 -6%

Cyclical 19.6 21.6 2.0% 18.2 24.2 6%

Cons. Discretionary (XLY) 11.7 11.7 0.0% 9.1 9.1 0%

Industrials (XLI) 7.9 9.9 2.0% 9.1 15.1 6%

Defensive 12.77 14.8 2.0% 27.3 33.3 6%

Cons. Staples (XLP) 6.70 6.70 0.0% 9.1 9.1 0%

Utilities (XLU) 3.20 5.20 2.0% 9.1 15.1 6%

Real Estate (XLRE) 2.87 2.87 0.0% 9.1 9.1 0%
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Commodity theme in revisions shows more cracks

EXHIBIT 3: Energy and Financials are still the leaders on US 
sector revisions, while Communication Services and Consumer 
Discretionary remain weakest. Cap-weighted sector MAER 
ranks show Energy slipping while Financials improves.

Source: Mill Street Research, Factset

Our updated table of revisions breadth at right 
shows the net proportion of positive versus 
negative estimate revisions by analysts within 
each US sector, with each stock equally weighted. 

Overall estimate revisions in the US are mixed, 
with revisions breadth holding a mildly negative 
readings on average. 

Energy and Financials are again the top two 
sectors on revisions breadth, followed by 
Utilities. Thus there remains a Value-oriented tilt  
in revisions.

The table at right now includes the revisions 
readings from one month ago in addition to the 
readings from three and six months ago. The levels 
and rank order remain broadly similar to last month.

The weakest equal-weighted sectors continue 
to be Communication Services and Consumer 
Discretionary, under pressure from post-COVID 
demand shifts, supply chains, and energy prices. 
Materials also remains weak as many of the 
underlying commodities in the sector have been 
under pressure recently.

The multi-factor aggregate MAER ranks for the 
cap-weighted S&P 500 sectors (lower table at 
right) show a somewhat different profile, since 
they include price action and valuation in addition 
to giving more weight to the mega-caps in each 
sector.

Energy is still at the top but has seen its aggregate 
ranking decline notably in the last two months. 
Materials has also fallen sharply from two months 
ago, and commodity-sensitive Utilities have also 
weakened this month. Consumer Discretionary, 
meanwhile, has improved from two months ago, 
as has Financials. 

With commodity-tied sectors weak or slipping 
and commodity users improving, the powerful 
commodity-driven backdrop seen earlier this year 
looks to be fading further, and warrants shifts in 
our sector allocations as described in this report.
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Energy still ahead on cap-
weighted revisions, along with 
Utilities and Financials

EXHIBIT 4:  Some signs of rotation in cap-weighted 
revisions as commodity theme eases, Financials and 
Discretionary improve. Growth sectors remain weak.

Source: Mill Street Research, Factset, Bloomberg

Reviewing our revisions indicators calculated on a cap-
weighted basis, we continue to see some differences 
compared to the equal-weighted metrics.

The cap-weighted revisions table again shows Energy at 
the top, though the margin is narrowing. Utilities is still 
second, now followed by Financials.

Communication Services is again the weakest sector by 
a wide margin, hampered by very poor revisions in some of 
the largest stocks in the sector. Materials and Technology 
are also still quite weak, while Consumer Staples and 
Discretionary improved. 

Our grouping of Value sectors (Energy, Materials, and 
Financials) is again the strongest of the four groups, but 
the gap has narrowed substantially. Growth sectors 
(Technology, Communication Services, and Health Care) 
remain the weakest in aggregate.

Lower commodity prices naturally tend to weaken revisions 
for commodity producers and help those of consumer-
facing companies, which we see in the data more now. Tech-
related companies are adjusting to post-COVID conditions 
as expectations moderate from earlier high optimism.

Financials: holding steady at strong relative 
readings

Consumer Discretionary: continuing to improve 
after a long period of very weak readings

Energy: still strong but showing signs of turning 
down after a sustained period of high readings

Materials: still well below average and showing 
no signs of an upturn

Technology: continues to slip, now notably 
below average for the first time in five years.
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The tables at right show recent returns for the 
11 GICS sectors based on our broad US stock 
universe. 

The top table shows the 1/3/6/12 month returns 
for the equal-weighted sector aggregates, along 
with the overall US aggregate, and is sorted by six-
month returns. Equal-weighted returns are much 
less skewed by a handful of mega-caps than cap-
weighted figures are.

The lower table shows the six-month Alpha 
Momentum readings for each sector, both on an 
equal-weighted (EW) and a cap-weighted (CW) 
basis. Alpha Momentum is based on sector returns 
that have been adjusted for each sector’s beta, 
size, and style tendencies.

Energy remains the strongest on all metrics, 
followed by Utilities. Communication Services is 
the weakest on all six-month metrics.

The two charts below show the time series of 
equal-weighted Alpha Momentum for Financials  
(left) and Energy (right). We can clearly see the 
upturn from low readings in Financials compared 
to a downturn from very high readings for 
Energy. While further price confirmation would be 
supportive, we view these trends as supporting 
profit-taking in Energy and increased exposure to 
Financials (mostly Banks and Thrifts & Mortgage). 

Source: Mill Street Research, Factset, Bloomberg

Sector return analysis EXHIBIT 5: Energy and defensives have outperformed in 
recent months. Alpha Momentum shows Energy fading and 
Financials improving.
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After having been overweight the Energy sector since 
November, we view this as a reasonable time to take 
some profits and return to benchmark weight for now.

The price of crude oil has broken down recently, and the 
futures curve remains in heavy backwardation (long-term 
futures prices below current prices). Natural gas prices 
had been rising on increased demand from Europe, but 
gas prices too have started to pull back recently. The 
GSCI Energy index (top chart at right), reflecting crude 
oil and its major distillates along with natural gas, has 
shown signs of a more decisive downturn recently, 
unlike previous short-term pullbacks in energy prices. 

Sentiment toward energy commodities is also turning 
down from very high levels. The middle chart at right 
shows our aggregate of investor sentiment toward crude 
oil and natural gas based on data from Consensus Inc. 
and Market Vane. After reaching multi-year highs late 
last year and this year, sentiment is starting to reverse. 
This is often a warning sign that investor sentiment 
is turning from a tailwind into a headwind for the 
underlying commodities.

And we see a somewhat similar pattern in our own 
aggregate MAER ranking for the US Energy sector 
(bottom chart). It shows the recent history for the equal-
weighted average composite MAER ranking for stocks 
in the US Energy sector relative to all other US stocks. It 
too hit historic highs earlier this year, and has recently 
seen a significant decline. 

The average MAER ranking remains high on an absolute 
basis, keeping Energy at the top of our sector ranking 
for now. Thus we acknowledge that we are being more 
preemptive than usual in this case. But the latest reversal 
is arguably more notable than previous ones both for its 
duration and the extreme high levels it started from.

All of these metrics corroborate the view that Energy 
stocks have had powerful tailwinds from oil and gas 
prices that have provoked equally powerful investor and 
analyst sentiment. Those trends are now starting to show 
more distinct signs of reversal, raising the potential risk 
to the Energy sector’s relative performance. So while we 
are not bearish on Energy, we view this a reasonable 
place to take profits on our US Energy overweight and 
return to neutral for now.

Source: Mill Street Research, Factset, Bloomberg

Reducing Energy to neutral
EXHIBIT 6: Energy prices and sentiment are turning down 
from extremely high levels. Sector MAER ranks are still 
high but have declined substantially.
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We shift from underweight to overweight in Financials 
this month, and focus our attention within the sector 
on the Banks and Thrifts & Mortgage industries that 
score highest in our industry ranking.

Those industries, particularly the mid/smaller-cap 
constituents, are more tied to traditional “spread 
lending” of taking deposits and making business 
and consumer loans (rather than capital markets 
activities). While there is some worry that rapidly rising 
interest rates will dampen loan demand, so far loan 
growth has remained firm. 

And while the traditional Treasury yield curve has 
flattened or inverted recently, some measures more 
relevant to bank lending spreads have in fact been 
near their widest (most favorable) in over a decade. 
As shown below, intermediate-term corporate bond 
yields (a proxy for bank lending rates) are far above 
the rate on one-year certificates of deposit (a proxy 
for deposit costs), leaving a wide margin on loans. CD 
rates and other deposit rates have been much slower 
to rise than policy rates or Treasury bill yields, as 
is often the case, and credit spreads have widened, 
allowing lending spreads to widen as longer-term 
rates have risen much faster. Wide spreads, continued 
loan demand, and moderate loan loss risks suggest 
tailwinds for firms engaged in traditional lending.

Source: Mill Street Research, Factset, Bloomberg

Focus on traditional spread 
lenders within Financials EXHIBIT 7: Traditional “spread lenders” are seeing strong/

improving revisions as measures of bank net interest margins 
have widened.
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Industry Ranking
Exhibit 8 below shows the full ranking of all US industries with sufficient constituents to be ranked.  It includes rankings 
for each of the three major components of the MAER stock ranking (Revisions, Price, and Valuation) to better identify the 
drivers of each industry’s ranking. The US Sector & Industry Chartbook has charts for all sectors and industries.
Key highlights of the Industry Ranking are described on the following page.

EXHIBIT 8: Energy-related industries slipping a bit, bank-related financials, shipping and select Staples look good

Source: Mill Street Research, Factset

Industries are equal-weighted aggregates based on the US MAER universe constituents within each GICS industry.
Industries must have at least six constituents to be ranked.
The MAER universe includes all stocks with at least: 3 estimates for FY1 and FY2; $200 million market cap; $2 million/day 
average trading value; 6 months of valid history (24 months to be ranked)
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Industry Ranking
Exhibit 8 on the previous page shows the current US industry ranking based on the bottom-up aggregation of the MAER 
stock rankings for all stocks in our broad US MAER universe.

Here we highlight some of the highest ranked or most improved industries and some of the highest ranked stocks 
within them. We also flag some low-ranked industries that may be candidates for underweights.

• Top-ranked industries and top-ranked stocks within those industries include:  

Diversified Financial Services:  Compass Diversified Holdings (CODI), Voya Financial, Inc. (VOYA), Berkshire 
Hathaway Inc. Class B (BRK.B)

Oil, Gas & Consumable Fuels:  PBF Energy, Inc. Class A (PBF), Valero Energy Corporation (VLO), HF Sinclair 
Corporation (DINO), Scorpio Tankers Inc. (STNG)

Thrifts & Mortgage Finance:  MGIC Investment Corporation (MTG), NMI Holdings, Inc. Class A (NMIH), Radian 
Group Inc. (RDN)

Air Freight & Logistics:  Hub Group, Inc. Class A (HUBG), C.H. Robinson Worldwide, Inc. (CHRW), Forward Air 
Corporation (FWRD)

Food & Staples Retailing:  Chefs Warehouse, Inc. (CHEF), Grocery Outlet Holding Corp. (GO), Performance Food 
Group Company (PFGC), BJs Wholesale Club Holdings, Inc. (BJ)

Trading Companies & Distributors:  WESCO International, Inc. (WCC), GMS Inc. (GMS), Applied Industrial 
Technologies, Inc. (AIT), Triton International Ltd. Class A (TRTN)

Road & Rail:  Heartland Express, Inc. (HTLD), Marten Transport, Ltd. (MRTN), Ryder System, Inc. (R), Avis Budget 
Group, Inc. (CAR)

Banks:  BancFirst Corporation (BANF), OFG Bancorp (OFG), First Bancorp (FBP), Dime Community Bancshares, 
Inc. (DCOM)

• While the Oil Gas & Consumable Fuels industry remains near the top of the ranks, Energy Equipment has started to 
slip, and has one of the worst scores on price-based inputs. Energy prices have been declining and analyst sentiment 
toward the energy industries may be starting to turn as well.

• Thrifts & Mortgage Finance has improved substantially recently, joining Banks and the small Diversified Financials 
industry among the top 10 industries this month. Insurance also improved sharply this month.

• Air Freight & Logistics and Road & Rail remain strong, continuing the theme of shipping/supply chain demand. The 
small Marine industry has weakened recently however as overseas shipping rates have declined.

• At the bottom of the ranking we see Household Products, Multiline Retail, Real Estate Management & Development, 
Technology Hardware, Life Sciences Tools & Services, Metals & Mining, Interactive Media & Services, and Internet & 
Direct Marketing Retail. Post-COVID demand issues remain a factor, along with the impact of tighter monetary and 
fiscal policy.
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Top-ranked stocks in overweight sectors
Below are the MAER profiles for four large-cap Energy stocks that rank highly in the composite MAER ranking within the 
sector. Oil prices have eased further but there are still many highly-ranked Energy stocks. Currently, the four highest ranked 
Energy stocks in the Russell 1000 are refiners, which still have elevated refining margins despite the recent pullback.

EXHIBIT 10: Selected highly-ranked large-cap US Energy stocks

Source: Mill Street Research, Factset
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Top-ranked stocks in overweight sectors
Below are the MAER profiles for four Financials stocks that rank highly in the composite MAER ranking within the sector.   
Among the larger names in the sector, Insurance stocks score well, while Banks and Thrifts & Mortgage names are more 
prominent among the SMID-caps.

EXHIBIT 11: Selected highly-ranked US Financials stocks

Source: Mill Street Research, Factset
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A key differentiating factor in our sector and industry views is the use of our bottom-up aggregation of stock-level MAER 
rankings – see page 17 for a brief description of MAER.  

Construction:
• The six-factor composite MAER ranking captures: estimate revisions (both breadth and magnitude, 50% weight), 

price action (risk-adjusted price momentum and short-term mean-reversion, 30% weight), and valuation (absolute 
and relative forward earnings yields, 20% weight).  

• We rank each stock within our broad US universe each month, and then find the average and median percentile rank 
(0 = worst, 100 = best) for the stocks within each of the GICS sectors and industries.  We only rank industries with 
six or more constituents.

• To get the combined rank of the sectors and industries, we use a combination of the average and median MAER 
ranks to reduce the impact of skewed ranking distributions that can appear in certain industries at certain times.

• We also produce aggregated cap-weighted rankings for the narrower S&P 500 index sector constituents to align with 
the sector ETFs that are the most popular tradeable vehicles for sector allocation.

It is therefore a direct aggregation of the signals from our stock-level MAER rankings to industries and sectors.  
Clients often look at these indicators as “bottom-up macro” inputs, meaning that we are viewing industry- and sector-
level drivers based on individual company inputs rather than purely by traditional top-down macroeconomic indicators 
(e.g. retail sales, CPI, etc.).

Historical testing
• Our backtesting shows that the process works much like the MAER rankings themselves: top-ranked industries 

outperform bottom-ranked industries on average. We find it is more effective for industries than sectors due to 
the greater number of industries (~60 industries vs 11 sectors) and the greater correlations among stocks within 
industries than within broader sectors (some sectors are quite broad and heterogeneous and thus true common 
drivers are harder to isolate and use for predictive purposes).  We also show the two previous months rankings to 
make it easier to see the latest changes in rank.

• The rankings show a similar pattern of persistence to what we find in the stock-level MAER rankings.  Historically the 
correlation between consecutive monthly rankings is about 78%, a significant level of persistence.  On average this 
means that among the top 10 ranked industries this month, we would expect to see six to seven of them remaining 
in the top 10 the next month.  A sector or industry might thus be expected to remain near the top or bottom of the 
ranks for three to four months on average (sometimes longer), and our tests show that excess returns can persist 
for three to six months after their ranking on average.

• In addition to the results of the aggregated MAER rankings, we also monitor the long-standing four-panel indicator 
charts to help refine the views and identify potential extremes in analyst or investor sentiment.  We can also look 
at macroeconomic and other fundamental indicators to help identify drivers of the rankings and the likelihood that 
trends will persist or reverse.

This report includes the current rankings and selected charts for US sectors and industries, along with commentary.  We 
also include examples of highly ranked stocks in highly ranked industries as potential buy ideas – further analysis of both 
buy and sell ideas can be done on request.

Our Sector/Industry Methodology
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In addition to the sector and industry rankings, each month we update our allocation recommendations for the widely 
followed S&P 500 sectors and their corresponding ETFs. We also group the sectors within four broad style-oriented 
categories to help highlight our higher-level preferences. The table on page 3 shows the breakdown and the current 
allocation recommendations.

These allocations are based on a combination of our top-down views and bottom-up aggregated stock rankings, and 
will be shown in two “flavors”. One is for unconstrained investors who treat all 11 sectors (ETFs) as equal potential 
holdings (i.e. the benchmark is equal holdings in all 11 sectors, not index sector capitalization weights), and who can 
deviate from equal weighting by larger margins (including zero weights or very large weights in some sectors at times). 
The other is scaled for more traditional constrained investors who allocate relative to the benchmark weightings of each 
sector within the S&P 500 and typically limit deviations from benchmark sector weightings to +/- 3-5% to maintain tracking 
error constraints.

The primary top-down driver of these sector views will be risk, which will be tied to our overall equity market risk 
recommendations derived from the Global Equity Risk Model and the Implied Growth Model. The beta and volatility of 
the sectors will be considered in light of our risk preferences and allocations tilted accordingly. More details about the 
Global Equity Risk Model and other macro indicators are available on request and discussed in our Portfolio Strategy 
reports.

The other top-down drivers will be factors such as interest rates and commodity prices, both for their direct impact on 
certain sectors and their broader messages about the economic backdrop. This report will include a discussion of the 
indicators that are guiding the views. 

Within the four broader style groups, we will then look to the aggregated bottom-up indicators for each sector to help 
identify stronger or weaker sectors within a style group. We will consider both the standard broad equal-weighted metrics 
we have long used as well as the cap-weighted metrics based on the actual constituents and weights of each S&P 500 
sector. 

We track the hypothetical performance of these allocation recommendations over time and update the results in each 
monthly report.

Our Sector/Industry Methodology

Global Equity Risk Model Interest rates, commodity trends, other 
macro inputs

Aggregate MAER rankings for cap-weighted & 
equal-weighted sectors & industries

Aggregate fundamental indicators for 
sectors and industries

Sector allocations and style tilts for S&P 500 sectors and 
broader equal-weighted sectors

Industry ranking and recommendations
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Hypothetical performance tracking
Below are hypothetical results of our recommended sector allocation recommendations, based on the published weightings 
and S&P 500 sector ETF total returns. 
The figures show results since the first weightings were published on June 27th, 2019. 

EXHIBIT 12: Hypothetical sector recommendation performance since inception

Source: Mill Street Research, Factset

Results assume allocation into S&P 500 sector ETFs based on the recommended weightings and benchmark weightings 
as shown on page 4 of this report. Returns are total returns and indexed to 100 as of June 27th, 2019. No transactions 
costs included, though ETF management fees are embedded in the returns shown.
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The primary drivers of MAER are breadth of analyst revisions and the 
magnitude of changes to the mean NTM estimate.  Current readings can 
be viewed in the context of the last five years of historical readings.  

The red line is a cumulative Revisions Breadth series based on the monthly 
net number of analysts’ upward earnings revisions minus downward 
revisions over the prior 100 calendar days – a rising line indicates more 
positive than negative revisions over the last quarter (scale not shown).

The blue bars represent the magnitude of the monthly percent change in 
the consensus NTM earnings estimate (left scale).

The heavy black line represents the stock’s relative total return versus 
its benchmark (S&P 500 or S&P 1000 in the U.S., the MSCI ACWI ex US 
Index for non-US stocks), indexed to 100 at the beginning of the chart (right 
scale).

The green line in the middle section plots our proprietary measure of price 
momentum, which is the stock’s cumulative risk-adjusted return (or alpha) 
over the last six months, adjusted for market sensitivity (beta) as well as 
size and style (large/small-cap, value/growth).

The purple line in the bottom section plots the stock’s relative valuation, 
based on its forward (NTM) P/E relative to its cap-weighted MAER universe 
aggregate.
Below the chart is the stock’s GICS sector and industry classification.

Header information:
First row: Ticker (+ country code for non-US stocks) / Company Name / S&P Major Index classification (US companies only) / Month-end stock price (in 
primary exchange currency) / MAER breadth rating / Monthly revision magnitude percentile  
Second row: Month of fiscal year end / Current FY1 & FY2 consensus estimate and monthly % change / Current P/E based on FY1 and FY2 estimates  
Third row:  Number of estimates in the consensus / Current Revisions Breadth (net % of analysts raising estimates) / Consensus next-12-month estimated 
dividend yield / Current market cap / Next expected earnings report date (mth.day)

The ratings in the top right corner of the chart can be used to quickly identify promising stocks for further research. 
The first number, the breadth rating (in red), is based on the direction of the Revisions Breadth series in the chart. It is focused on helping identify nascent 
turns in analyst sentiment as well as established trends, and reflects the number of months the series has been rising or falling, up to three.  Thus it ranges 
from -3 (established negative trend of 3 months or more) to +3 (established positive trend), with readings of -2/-1/+1/+2 helping identify the first month or 
two of a reversal in analyst sentiment.  The second number (in blue brackets) shows the percentile ranking of the most recent monthly percent change in the 
NTM estimate relative to the stock’s own five-year history. So, for example, a percentile of 80 would indicate that this month’s change in the consensus NTM 
estimate is higher than 80% of the readings over the last five years.   
Favorable patterns would include a positive breadth rating and a high magnitude percentile, along with positive or improving alpha momentum and supportive 
relative valuations (unfavorable patterns would show the reverse conditions). 

What is MAER?
The Monitor of Analysts’ Earnings Revisions (MAER) is Mill Street’s proprietary cornerstone graphical and quantitative stock 
selection tool. Clients can use MAER to analyze trends in revisions to consensus earnings estimates, alongside price and 
fundamental information. It is a resource to help institutional investors incorporate an objective, transparent quantitative overlay 
into their stock selection process.  It also includes a six-factor ranking model driven by the inputs shown on the MAER charts.
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The research provided in this report is based on strategic analysis provided by Mill Street Research LLC (“Mill Street”), an 
investment adviser registered with the Massachusetts Securities Division. Strategic analysis is based on fundamental, 
macroeconomic and quantitative data to provide investment analysis with respect to the securities markets.  The 
report is not intended to provide personal investment advice.  This report does not constitute an offer or solicitation to 
buy or sell any securities discussed herein in any jurisdiction where such offer or solicitation would be prohibited. The 
securities mentioned in this report may not be suitable for all types of investors. This report does not take into account 
the investment objectives, financial situation or specific needs of any particular client of Mill Street. Recipients should 
consider this report as only a single factor in making an investment decision and should not rely solely on investment 
recommendations contained herein, if any, as a substitution for the exercise of independent judgment of the merits and 
risks of investments.  Mill Street has no actual, implied or apparent authority to act on behalf of any issuer mentioned in 
the report. Employees of Mill Street may have positions in securities mentioned in this report, disclosures are available 
on request. Before making an investment decision with respect to any security recommended in this report, the recipient 
should consider whether such recommendation is appropriate given the recipient’s particular investment needs, 
objectives and financial circumstances. We recommend that investors independently evaluate particular investments and 
strategies, and encourage investors to seek the advice of a financial advisor.  Mill Street will not treat non-client recipients 
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